Power factor i s related to line current harmonics, many types of filters are used-.to improve the in$t power factor. Some of these circuits are used to eJiminate $e line current harmonics and others are used to compensate the reactive power , hence thqy improves the input power factor. p his paper introduces. a series compensation by using controlled capacitor in series with static /dynamic load. The proposed system improves the input power factor, reduces the input line current harmonics and can be operate as voltage controller to regulate the load voltage without discontinuity in the current. The proposed system can be operated as boost regulator. Hystersise controller and PI ! controller are used to control the power electronic elements operation to control the i capacitor effect. Simulation and experimental results are in good agreement and :show , ! , the effectiveness of the system with static or dynamic loads. j Introduction:
Using controlled capacitor1 inductors can generate not only positive inductance which exists naturally, but can also produce negative reactance that cancels undesired inductance included in transient state of the system. Negative inductance can decrease the circuit impedance without any additional complicity [ 81.
In order to improve the supply quality and power factor, controlled capacitor used in series with inductive load ( static or dynamic ). The proposed system can operate as ac voltage controller to control the load voltage without any discontinuity in the supply current, also it can operate as boost ac chopper when the capacitor reactance is greater than the circuit inductive reactance. Using controlled capacitor in the proposed system improves the transient performance of the dynamic loads, also the proposed system used the series compensation technique to improve the supply quality.
Systein description:
The proposed system is shown in fig.(l) , the supply impedance is taken into account, the load is inductive static or dynamic load. Series controlled capacitance used to eliminate the load and supply inductance effect without any discontinuity in the supply current. The capacitance effective value can be controlled from zero to maximum value tlurough four IGPT's. Analog drive circuit is used to generate tow groups of pulses to control the IGPT's operation. Control voltage will control the duty cycle of pulses to control the capacitor current. Maximum value of the capacitor can be calculated from:
Where : o is the angular frequency X,: is the total equivalent series inductance of the load and supply
The system can be operated at lagging power factor ( xt> x,) , with low duty cycle, or at leading power factor ( xt< xJ, with high duty cycle . There are two modes of operation, the first is charging mode where QI and Qj are switched on (Q2 and Q 4 are off). The capacitor current is the supply current so: Fig. (2) Drive circuit block diagram The capacitor-run single-phase induction motor seems to be one of the most appropriate system for variable speed fractional horse power drives. Control of applied voltage is a simple method for changing the capacitor-run motor speed, so stabilization of the motor applied voltage will fixes the motor speed. For running capacitor motor, the motor equations in d-q axis ( fig. 3) , can be written as follows:
The capacitor voltage is:
the instantaneous electromagnetic torque may be expressed in terms of substitute variables as: T, = p . M . ( i p .i, -i, .i, . A , ) the mechanical equation of the motor is:
-" the present model is valid for both steady-state and transient conditions. The performance of the inverter system largely depends on the quality of the control strategy. Therefore, cment control of PWM inverter is one of the most important subjects of modern power electronics. A variety of control methods had been studied and reported in [ 10-12 1.
The hysteresis control scheme provides appropriate dynamic performance because it acts quickly. The technique does not need any information of the system parameters. In order to form a sinusoidal output waveform, the inverter switches are driven in such a way that the output voltage is confined between the two sinusoidal waves:
where: K, is the sensing control circuit coefficient H is the hysteresis band. The hesteresis band can be programmed as a function of the load and supply parameters in order to maintain a fixed modulation frequency. Figure ( The results gives the performance of the described system for K, = 1, H = 0.5,,it is noticed that the controller output is used to maintain the output voltage,.in the tol$iance band.
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The closed loop with PI controller is used for stabilizatibn bf load voltage.; $i&,c4 ), shows the PI controller block diagram for closed loop conGo1.. Where, 1feed;back voltage is compared with the reference voltage. Error i,s fed to the'integral unit ti: give signal U that compared with the same feed back voltage, the result signal is fed to'the proportional unit. The control voltage is responsible for'Lhanging'the duty 'cyclk of switches operation to control the capacitor'value that stabilize the load voltageat the value corresponds to the reference voltage, the controller represented by : (7) shows the capacitor voltage and current in steady state operation with static load and PI controller with load voltage as feedback. It is noticed that voltage is ac voltage because the capacitor will charge as the IGBT are on and discharge through unti-parallel diodes in the same half cycle of the supply voltage as the IGBT are off. To stabilize the load voltage, the capacitor current may be unsymmetrical during the same half cycle.
a-simulatio~z bexperimental Fig.(7) Capacitor voltage and current During step change in the load by increasing or decreasing the load current within certain limits l5%,of the full load value the proposed system will keep the load voltage constant as shown in fig.@ ). As the reference voltage increase or decrease within certain linlits (25%) the stored energy in the capacitor will compensate the load voltage to remain constant as shown in fig.(9) . From simulation and experimental results it is noticed that the load voltage will be stabilized as the load or reference voltage changed fig. ( 10 ) . Also, the capacitor value depend on the load parameters, as the load impedance changing the capacitor value must be changed as shown in fig.( 
Conclusion:
The proposed system used controlled capacitor as series compensator to reduce the supply current harmonics and improve the input power factor. With PI controller and load voltage feedback the proposed systein stabilizes the load voltage. The proposed system can also operate as voltage controller to regulate the load voltage without discontinuity of the supply current. The capacitor value affects in the system performance. When the capacitor value is greater than the total system reactance, the proposed systein operates as boost voltage regulator. Series compensation with proposed technique improves the dynamic performance of the dynamic loads.
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